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Chambre des comptes at Lille, 1466.1 

 

Historians have shown a great deal of interest over the past two decades in how 

expressions of power might be « read » in the urban landscape of the Burgundian 

Netherlands, whether one is thinking of the power of the city itself, of groups within it 

such as guilds and confraternities, or authorities with wider ambitions, notably the 

church and the princely state.2 Insofar as it is possible to summarise findings and make 

comparisons at this stage, it can be said that manifestations of power were slower to 

emerge in the historical record of towns and cities of the Low Countries than in the 

Italian peninsula.3  For long they tended to be transitory in nature compared to their 

Italian counterparts, with processions featuring more prominently than palaces, 

ceremonies more often than statuary. The differences between these densely urbanised 

regions are to be explained by the fact that even the greatest cities in the Low Countries 

were smaller and less administratively sophisticated than their Italian counterparts. The 

point accounts for one further contrast between them. In the Low Countries, it is argued, 

the symbolic communication of power came gradually to be dominated by the prince at 

the expense of municipalities. As Valois and then Habsburg rulers extended their grip 

over Flemish and Brabantine cities in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and as the 

manifestations of their own power within the city walls grew more numerous and 

complex over that time, the dream of the city-state, so brilliantly realised in parts of 

Italy, faded away for good in cities like Ghent. Princely power even asserted itself on 
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the very facades of town halls of the Low Countries, which were dominated by heraldic 

and other references to the ruling dynasty.4  

The dossier which we will discuss here comes from the Franco-Flemish city of Lille, 

and lends weight to a number of these points, not least the tendency for Burgundian 

power to impose its mark upon the urban landscape of the Low Countries. But there are 

some important differences which this case brings to the fore. The marque de pouvoir in 

this instance was not essentially dynastic in nature, like the princely devices, mottos or 

colours that are often highlighted in the literature; rather, it was generated by an organ 

of central government, and amounted to something which, in England at least, was 

notable by its absence in the late Middle Ages: the projection of a « visual sense of 

power as routine, representative, communal or official – the sorts of characteristics we 

associate with the state ».5 In the second instance, this case stands out because of the 

form which the marque de pouvoir took. The state presented itself to its subjects in a 

familiar guise, drawing upon the ancient and authoritative repertory of sacred imagery 

and, perhaps more surprisingly, on municipal traditions of marking power within the 

city. This last point reminds us that although the dukes were frequently opposed by 

urban groups in the Low Countries, there was also a productive dialogue between city 

and state in this region: indeed, it is hard to see how a process of  « state formation » 

could occur otherwise, unless by constant repression. Finally, this particular expression 

of power in the city raises a more general point, one which we may often suspect to be 

the case but can rarely substantiate: namely, that the meaning of such sites remained 

open to interpretation, with the result that the material manifestations of power need not 

have achieved the ends desired for them by their creators, or attributed to them by 

posterity.  
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1. The dossier 

The building in Lille which will help us explore these matters is the main entrance 

porch (grant porche) of the Hôtel de la Poterne, completed in January 1466. The 

Poterne was first acquired in 1380 by Louis of Male, Count of Flanders, from the local 

knight Imbert de la Platière, along with a number of surrounding houses to allow room 

for expansion.6 Like many ducal residences it evolved into a multi-functional complex 

of buildings. The Poterne served all year round as a base for certain institutions of ducal 

government, most importantly the central counting house for the duke’s northern 

dominions, the Chambre des Comptes, which was located there from 1413 onwards. It 

also housed the local officer who enforced the duke’s justice within the city, the prévôt 

de Lille. The palace was the setting for the domestic life of the ducal entourage when it 

came to town (which it did fairly frequently in the reign of Philip the Good), and for the 

occasional great events of state which punctuated the life of the court (notably the Feast 

of the Pheasant during which Philip famously took his crusading vows in 1454). Philip 

the Good’s sojourns at the Poterne came to an end around 1463, when he took 

possession of the first finished wing of a striking new residence, the Palais Rihour, a 

few dozen metres to the south-east. From this point on, the maîtres et gens des comptes 

became the most important residents in the old palace complex. A renovation 

programme marked their status as principal occupants, and the building of a handsome 

new entrance porch was the centrepiece of the scheme. It is worth emphasising that 

while all chambres des comptes in France and its neighbouring principalities had 

designated locations for their work (a suite of rooms, a tower or even an entire building, 
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usually within palace grounds), the Lille masters were established in unusually 

commodious and prestigious surroundings.7 

 

There is no surviving depiction of the grant porche of the Chambre des Comptes at the 

Hôtel de la Poterne, only of an ornate Renaissance construction with two great pillars 

and a stone roof which replaced it in 1560.8 This later gate was located on a busy public 

thoroughfare, the Rue Équermoise, and it seems very likely (although we cannot be 

completely certain) that the 1466 gate was situated there too.9 There is, however, no 

doubt that the porch we are concerned with was a similarly imposing public structure to 

the one that replaced it. It was built in stone, wood and plaster, and it too had a roof to 

shelter anyone approaching the main gate. Standing before the entrance, and probably 

the ushers [huissiers] who were usually stationed at such spots, the visitor’s eyes were 

drawn upwards by plaster mouldings and ogives which were set into the roof space 

above, decorated with painted foliage and flowers. The walls beneath these elements 

and all around the doors were richly painted in that most expensive and authoritative of 

colours, vermilion, to which the devices of the Duke, the Duchess Isabella and their 

only son and heir (soon to accede as Charles the Bold) were added.  

Thus far, the new entrance to the Chambre des comptes at Lille must have looked much 

like that of any of the other ducal palaces which were decorated with purely dynastic 

emblems, such as the Prinsenhof at Bruges or the Ten Walle palace at Ghent.10 The 

similarity was surely not coincidental. Even when the Duke did not reside at the Poterne 

(and this was frequently the case long before the Rihour was built, of course, because of 

the itinerant nature of court life), it served as a constant reminder of his personal 

authority and that of his family in Lille. But the Poterne was also an important locus for 
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the bureaucratic processes by which the duke’s authority was enacted on a daily basis, 

and indeed this was its main raison d’être after the duke stopped using it himself. In 

addition to the personal and dynastic devices which adorned the new gateway, visitors 

to the Poterne were therefore now confronted by three quite distinctive decorative 

elements which, together, amounted to an early expression of the « visual culture » of 

the Burgundian state. Within the entrance porch, two panel paintings were displayed on 

the vermilion walls. They depicted: « La Mort adjournant ung chascun pour venir 

rendre compte des biens que Dieu donne a ung chascun » [Death summoning one and 

all to give account of the goods the Lord has entrusted to them]; and « Nostre Seigneur 

tenant son jugement, acompaignié des XII apostles, et ung chascun resuscitans pour 

rendre son compte devant le grant tribunal » [Our Lord rendering his judgment 

accompanied by the Twelve Apostles, and raising the Dead to summon them to 

account]. Below the two panels there was another of Baltic wood, this one painted 

white with two sets of verse in black lettering which commented on the paintings. Each 

set of verse consisted of « quatre couplés de rétorique, contenant chacun couplet vi 

lignes » [four stanzas of verse, each stanza containing 6 lines]. 

We will return to possible interpretations of these curious panels below. For now, it is 

important to note that it was the masters of the Chambre des comptes who took the lead 

role in devising, commissioning, supervising, approving and paying for the creation of 

this architectural expression of their power within the urban landscape. The features of 

the grant porche of the Chambre des Comptes can be described in such detail because 

of the records which its officers kept thoughout the building project. It was their 

decision to approach a local painter, Jehan Pillot, to carry out all the elements of the 

decor of the interior of the porch with his unnamed assistants. Once that work was 
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underway, the masters took the more ambitious step of writing to the duke’s official 

chronicler and court poet, George Chastelain, then resident some 40 miles away in 

Valenciennes, to ask for a suitable verse inscription to gloss and adorn the scheme.11 It 

has long been known that Chastelain was something of a public intellectual in court 

circles across the kingdom of France and the surrounding principalities, but we have 

also discovered that he extended his creative activity into the civic sphere too, by 

writing plays and verse intended for performance during entry ceremonies and other 

ducal visits to towns, for instance.12 Writing a poem for display on a prominent city 

landmark was thus not so very far removed from his usual modus operandi. In letters he 

sent to the masters on the subject (which they carefully kept, and marked as « touchant 

nos tableaux » [concerning our paintings]), le Grand George appeared suitably 

impressed with the plans which had been laid before him: « Je loe vostre propos, j'en 

prise l'invencion et la matere et y entens et conçoy tout ce que vouz mesurés » [I praise 

your proposal, I value its inventive quality and subject matter, and I understand and 

grasp in it all your intentions]. He even offered to make a site visit, to inspect the 

painters’ work and gauge what form his own contribution might take. In his letter, he 

added: « Peut estre qu'il y serra avoir des languages en lattin et autrement, plus que vous 

ne pensez» [Perhaps it will be fitting to have some Latin in it or similar, more than you 

think]. Within a month the masters were in receipt of Chastelain’s verse. Despite his 

authorship of the text and his own high standing, the chronicler described it as a 

collaborative undertaking which was ultimately subject to his partners’ approval.13 The 

latter was quickly given, along with a payment of 7lbs 4 sous, much to Chastelain’s 

professed embarrassment.14 Jehan Pillot was instructed to incorporate the freshly-

written verse in gold lettering on the two panel paintings which he had already begun 
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and, when this design failed to satisfy the masters, to extract the text and paint it onto 

the separate panel of Baltic wood. As a result of these substantial alterations the painter 

was even obliged to insert new figures on his panels (two prophets holding scrolls 

bearing a two-line Latin text from Scripture on one side, two angels with trumpets also 

holding scrolls on the other). It is clear, then, that Chastelain and Pillot considered 

themselves to be working to a very specific brief. 

With the exception of two short periods when the men of the Chambre des Comptes 

were ordered to relocate to Mechelen (1473-8, 1494-6), the ducal counting house was 

fixed at the Hôtel de la Poterne for the remainder of the Ancien Régime period.15 There 

is no record of any significant change to their grand entrance porch until the renovations 

of 1560, although it is possible that the costly - but ultimately impermament - decorative 

scheme which interests us here did not last as long as that. But we may be sure that the 

entrance porch did leave an imprint on the local memory. In a composite manuscript of 

the time, an unknown hand took the trouble to copy out the verse which was written « a 

l’entrée de la Chambre des comptes de Monseigneur le duc de Bourgogne a Lille » [at 

the entrance to the counting house of My Lord the Duke of Burgundy at Lille].16 The 

volume was later owned by two Lille merchants and the city’s master of works, Jan 

Pasquier, the man responsible for the upkeep and construction of public buildings in 

Lille.17 In the seventeenth century, a master of the Chambre was still able to record the 

verse inscription, albeit without the name of the author or a description of its setting.18 

The gens des comptes of Philip the Good’s time thus left a lasting mark on the town. 

Chastelain’s poem for the masters of the counting house is one of the very few that 

escaped the attention of his principal editor, with the unfortunate result that no 

commentator has yet had the chance to discuss it.19 Ironically, of course, the poem may 
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well have been his most widely read work, at least by his contemporaries. The poem is 

also the best-documented piece in his entire oeuvre. Although a small number of 

scholars working independently of one another have identified the three main parts of 

our dossier (the chambre’s financial accounts, Chastelain’s autograph correspondence 

and the manuscript containing the verse itself), none has ever been aware of more than 

two of these elements, and a degree of confusion has inevitably resulted.20 In light of 

these observations, it would be tempting to make Chastelain’s verse the primary focus 

of the discussion that follows.  

To do so, however, would be to neglect the « social logic of the text ».21 This situated 

use of language can only be properly understood in light of the complex symbolic 

communication imparted by the entrance porch which the masters of the Chambre des 

comptes devised, and which they and a great many others experienced as they passed 

through the main entrance. Viewers would have included the ducal receivers who were 

obliged to come annually from across the northern ducal lands to render account for 

their affairs, perhaps as many as 200 of them in total; ducal servants and subjects from a 

similarly broad geographical area who crossed the threshold of the Chambre for a 

weighty hearing or a simple errand; and, last but not least, the innumerable passers-by 

for whom the ducal palace and its grand entrance porch were fixtures in their everyday 

life.22 It is therefore with the financial specialists, not Chastelain, that we must begin. 

2. Masters of the state in the city 

It would be hard to name a single group of officers who were called upon more 

frequently than the masters of the Chambre des comptes to enact the power of the ruler 

in such a wide variety of ways between 1300 and 1500, or who were better placed to 

contemplate the extent and nature of the state which they served.23 From the very first 
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institutional histories to the detailed prosopographical analyses of more recent times, 

these organs of government have rightly attracted a great deal of scholarly attention in 

the historiography of royal and princely France. Because the gens des comptes worked 

in close proximity to the prince and his court, they were always located in towns and 

cities. This fact, added to their social origins which commonly lay among the 

bourgeoisie, made the gens des comptes prominent figures within the urban 

communities where they exercised their powers. A fuller discussion of these matters 

will help clarify why these servants may have been especially inclined to think of 

innovative ways to leave the state’s mark upon the city, but also why this instinct should 

have manifested itself earlier in Lille than elsewhere in France or the Low Countries, 

and in the particular form that it did. 

The historiography of the Chambre des comptes frequently emphasises the influence of 

the French royal counting house over all institutions of this type. In terms of their 

origins at least, the point seems justified. The business of auditing the king’s accounts 

first became apparent in the second half of the thirteenth century, when the earliest 

references to the work of the gentes ad compotos at court occur. Gradually, the financial 

specialists disentangled themselves from the distractions of an increasingly busy court 

to form a separate institution, with its own locale (in the grounds of the king’s new 

palace on the Île de la Cité) and a growing set of rules and procedures (notably those 

established by the Ordonnance du Vivier en Brie in 1320).24 A second wave of 

development can be traced to the later fourteenth century, when lesser rulers emulating 

French royal government and apanaged princes of the blood seeking greater order in 

their affairs established or reshaped their own counting houses. The Chambre at Lille 

was one such foundation, created by Philip the Bold two years after he inherited the 
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County of Flanders in 1384. Here as elsewhere, the influence of Paris remained strong. 

The second generation of princely chambres des comptes were founded or remodelled 

along royal lines, and these processes were usually directed by masters whose careers 

had begun in royal service.  

The Parisian flavour of most chambres des comptes explains why they all tended to 

share the same basic tripartite function. In turn, these key roles placed the financial 

specialists at the heart of the emerging royal or princely state. These points are well 

established, but they must be developed here in greater detail to make sense of our 

dossier. 

The first duty of the masters was to audit the accounts of receivers and other office-

holders at local, regional and even central level, primarily to ensure the prince was 

receiving his due, but also to correct any wrongs that might have been perpetrated in his 

name. The audit was a complex process by the middle of the fifteenth century, with a 

terminology so impenetrable that Rabelais would later poke fun at its adepts in the fifth 

book of Pantagruel.25 Importantly for our purposes, the audit was also a form of trial 

which led to a judgment.26 The powers of the gens des comptes over those whom they 

judged were extensive, including the right to levy fines or impose imprisonment.  

In the second instance, the Chambre des comptes existed to preserve the domain of the 

prince. The domain naturally included the ruler’s lands and property, tangible assets 

which required inspection, upkeep and other forms of intervention. But the domain also 

incorporated the ruler’s many rights and privileges which were not necessarily any less 

valuable than his movable and immovable goods. The domain cannot simply be equated 

with the state, of course, but its combination of physical and abstract attributes lent 

shape and substance to that emerging concept. Attempts to diminish the domain were 
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commonly resisted by the chambre des comptes. Since most princes sought at some 

point or other to alienate one of their possessions – the income from a royal privilege to 

reward a loyal servant, a lordship to buy off some troublesome local aristocrat - the 

masters could occasionally find themselves resisting the will of their own ruler.27 

Actions of this kind, combined with the judgment of public servants mentioned earlier, 

helped foster the belief that the chambres des comptes were a particularly valuable 

mechanism in the service of a greater public good – another key component in the 

developing notion of the state.  

Although not all contemporaries agreed that the masters were the tireless guardians of 

the state as we shall see, in a very practical sense they might be described as its 

memory.28 The third of their functions was to keep an archive to preserve charters and 

other instruments relating to the domain, as well as the records arising from their 

auditing processes each year. This growing documentary mass, combined with the 

increasing complexity of their procedures, made the chambre des comptes an essentially 

sedentary institution; and because that fixed base was commonly located close to the 

corridors of power, the masters often found themselves being invited to sit on another 

key organ of government, the princely council. Hence Henri Jassemin’s claim that the 

chambre des comptes was gradually becoming « le factotum du souverain ».29 

According to one anonymous treatise of the time, the counting house was the place the 

king should visit « aucunes foiz, pour savoir son estat » [from time to time, to know his 

estate].30 

Given the extent of their powers and their location close to the prince, the masters of the 

Chambres inevitably left their mark on the cities where they lived, not least as wealthy 
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men in their own right. In Paris, to take the most prominent example, the dominant 

residences in the urban landscape were 

 

les hostelz des évesques et prélas en grant quantité, des seigneurs du parlement, des 

seigneurs de la chambre des comptes, des chevaliers, bourgeois et divers officiers.31 [the 

palaces of bishops and prelates in great number, of the lords of the Parlement, the lords 

of the counting house, of knights, rich townsmen and various office-holders]. 

Much the same was true (albeit on a lesser scale) at Lille, where as many as sixty hôtels 

of the great and the good can be identified during the period 1420-70, among them the 

residence of Jean le Doulx, president of the Chambre des comptes, which was situated 

close by the Poterne and the Rihour palaces. Ledoulx was in post at the time of the 

construction of the new entrance porch.32 These dwellings were substantial complexes 

capable of accommodating large households, many backing onto waterways for hygiene 

and transport, clearly distinguished from their surroundings by foot-wide passage ways 

round the external walls, the latter incorporating towers and arched gateways. For those 

who gained admission, the interiors of the grand residences of the gens des comptes 

must have confirmed the owners’ standing in the higher echelons of the urban elite. The 

hotel of one Parisian master was a source of amazement to visitors, with its peacocks, 

weapons, and a dining room at the top of the house with commanding views over the 

capital.33 Wealth like this was quickly absorbed within the local urban elite by means of 

well-made marriages. At the chambre des comptes of Blois, for instance, one auditor 

and two successive guardians of the charters married into the same leading mercantile 

family of the town.34 The purchase of local bourgeoisie status was another means of 

integration for those masters who did not come from the city itself, although the gens 

des comptes were usually careful to avoid the inconveniences which might result, such 
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as paying municipal taxes, submitting themselves to the justice of the aldermen’s bench, 

or participating in the watch.35 Long service in the Chambre des comptes usually 

precluded any direct involvement in the affairs of municipal government for these men, 

though not always. Denis Gillier, mayor of Poitiers from 1392 to 1395, had acquired 

valuable experience as a counsellor in the Duke of Berry’s Chambre des Comptes since 

1379.36 It made sense for municipalities to attract men of this calibre and with these 

sorts of connections to their service. Sons of aldermen might also seek service in a 

princely chambre des comptes for similar reasons, such as Jean Le Doulx once again, 

whose father had been elected a Lille alderman on several occasions, and who served 

himself as town clerk before he began his long career as a master, and later as president, 

at the Poterne.37  

By dint of their public office too, the masters of the Chambres des comptes played a 

fundamental role in shaping the city and its daily life. The fact that important elements 

of the urban fabric belonged to the royal or princely domain brought a wide range of 

matters within their purview, including (in Paris) the alignment of streets, the opening 

of fountains and the construction of alley-ways.38 Princely residences were part of the 

domain and took up a fair proportion of any city’s inner enclosure, but so too were 

many other public utilities, such as certain market halls or even the establishments 

where money-changers plied their trade.39 The buildings of any institution which was 

placed under the protection of the prince were left in the care of the masters, such as the 

béguinage and many of the hospices at Lille.40 The construction or upkeep of public 

buildings of this kind naturally brought the chambre des comptes into regular contact 

with officers linked to the relevant trades. In Paris, after taking advice from the 

aldermen and the prévôt des marchands, the gens des comptes appointed the city’s 
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master of works. In Dijon, they worked with the holder of that same office, as well as 

local castellans and receivers, to carry out necessary public works.41 For these office-

bearers the state was therefore both an important abstract concept, grounded in rights 

preserved in the charters and accounts which they stored in their archive and consulted 

in the course of their work; but it was also something that had to be built and maintained 

by their appointees, with funds that they directed. 

All of this tells us why the masters of the Chambre des comptes might have been 

inclined to experiment with architectural expressions of their power in the urban 

landscape, perhaps more so indeed than any other category of servant of the late 

medieval state. It does not tell us, however, why the earliest known example of such an 

experiment should have emerged at Lille, or indeed why it took the form that it did. 

After all, Paris was the oldest chambre; it served as a model for the others, and even as 

the training ground for their personnel. But for all its primacy, Paris did not spawn 

carbon-copies of itself in the provinces and neighbouring principalities. This wider 

point, which is perhaps not emphasised enough in the literature on the subject, 

contributes in important ways to our understanding of the impact of the grand entrance 

porch. In at least two respects, Lille was quite different from its distant Parisian 

forebearer by 1466. 

The chambre des comptes at Lille played a far more central role in the workings of the 

Burgundian state during the last years of the reign of Philip the Good than its Parisian 

counterpart did in the France of Louis XI. The development of the Parisian chambre des 

comptes was an erratic process. After a period of remarkable growth linked to the 

raising of the crown’s war subsidies under the last Capetians, the chambre des comptes 

suffered something of an eclipse.42 From the later 1350s onwards the business of raising 
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extraordinary taxation passed, in the localities, into the hands of the élus (at first 

appointed by the estates and later absorbed within royal government), and, at the centre, 

into the care of a body that came to be known as the généraux des finances.43 The 

Chambre was thus increasingly distanced from the principal mechanisms for raising 

royal revenues as they developed in the second half of the fourteenth century. 

Extraordinary taxes grew in volume in the reigns of Charles V and Charles VI, 

contributing to French success in the Hundred Years’ War, but also to much popular 

discontent in the 1370s and 1380s. Whereas the estates of the 1350s had linked the 

chambre with earlier unpopular war subsidies, those that met in 1413 had no reason to 

blame the same institution for the far more ferocious development of extraordinary 

taxes which had occurred in the intervening period. On the contrary, indeed, the 

Chambre des comptes could even be portrayed as a guardian of the public weal, 

especially if one believed that the king should « live of his own » (that is to say, from 

the revenues of his domain which the Chambre existed to preserve, rather than from the 

hated taxes).  

The university man and leading ecclesiastical reformer Jean Gerson reflected something 

of this rehabilitation of the Parisian Chambre in public opinion when, in two sermons he 

pronounced before the royal court, both of them paraphrasing the Parable of the Faithful 

servant, he likened the Chambre des comptes to Heaven and its president to God; before 

both, the French king would be summoned to account for his government: 

Je [the King of France] ne suy que son serviteur a sa volonté commis et ordonné pour 

gouverner son peuple deuement et justement et en rendray compte en sa chambre des 

comptes, en son parlement hault, luy seant sur le lit de justice (Pour la Pentecôte, 

possibly 2 June 1392) [I am but His servant, instructed to govern His people fittingly and 
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justly, and I will render account to Him in His counting house, in His highest court, as He 

sits in majesty]. 44  

 

Foy est la vertu qui fait humilier le roy dessoubz Dieu en recongnoissant sa seignourie 

souverainne, et que c’est celuy au quel il rendra compte en son gouvernement comme 

devant le grant maistre de la chambre des comptes (Vivat Rex/ Vive le Roy, 7 November 

1405) [Faith is the virtue which keeps the king humble beneath the Lord, recognising His 

sovereign authority, and it is to Him that he will render account for his government, as if 

before the Great Master of the counting house]. 45 

These sermons clearly had an influence on the décor of the Lille entrance porch, a point 

to which we shall return. But although the Chambre des comptes was coming to be seen 

as a guardian of the public weal in some quarters of French public opinion by the early 

fifteenth century, the seeds of its decline had been sown by that point. It was still 

bypassed by other institutions in the gathering of the bulk of royal revenues. Once the 

fiscal might of the royal state was restored under Charles VII, the Chambre became, as 

Peter Lewis puts it in his inimitable style, « like other great medieval institutions an ad 

hoc body with a vague universal competence … because its officers were competent to 

do anything they tended to be incompetent at everything ».46  

Ordinary income from the domain may have amounted to as little as 2.8% of Louis XI's 

finances in 1461, much of the rest of the new king’s wealth accruing from extraordinary 

taxation which had developed over the previous century.47 Under Philip the Good, by 

contrast, the domain remained a substantial source of ducal income in the Burgundian 

dominions – on average, it is estimated, as much as 61% of Philip the Good’s revenues 

may have derived from this source, with river and road tolls figuring prominently in the 

receipt.48 It follows from this little-observed contrast that the Lille Chambre des 
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comptes had far greater weight within the Burgundian state than its counterpart did in 

the government of France. Moreover, this central role was not simply financial. Robert 

Stein has recently demonstrated that the various chambres des comptes founded by the 

dukes played a key role in creating a « common administrative structure » over the 

distinct bureaucracies they inherited in Flanders, Holland, Hainaut, Zeeland, Brabant, 

Luxembourg and elsewhere.49 Lille was initially an off-shoot of its counterpart at Dijon, 

but the roles were reversed as the centre of gravity in Burgundian power shifted 

northwards early in the fifteenth century. In turn, Lille exercised considerable influence 

over the other northern chambres, at Brussels and the Hague. With the exception of a 

very brief period under Charles the Bold, the Chambre des comptes at Lille was, outside 

the court and a closely related body, the council, the single most important organ of 

central government in the Burgundian dominions. With this authority came powers 

which few such bodies enjoyed, including the ability to directly intervene in the 

financial affairs of certain cities, notably Lille itself.50 To a greater extent than its distant 

model in Paris, then, the chambre des comptes at Lille was the engine room of an 

emerging late medieval state. No wonder the men who constituted this body held their 

authority in high regard, and thought it worthy of prominent representation within the 

surrounding urban landscape. 

A second difference between Paris and Lille also has a bearing on our dossier, and 

concerns the identity and attendant cultural values of the maîtres et gens des comptes 

who dreamt up the decorative scheme of the Poterne. The chambre at Paris had a strong 

clerical element in its personnel from the time of its foundation.51 Although laymen 

constituted a growing proportion of the personnel as time wore on, the institution 

remained a « bastion des gens d’Église dans l’État de finance » [a bastion of men of the 
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church within the fiscal state] as late as the 1450s.52 At Lille, by contrast, the clerics 

were almost completely absent.53 Whether they entered into service from the ducal 

chancery, from some lower element of the financial administration or directly into the 

chamber from municipal office, the masters of the chambre des comptes were generally 

townsmen by origin. If and when they rose in office, they tended to aspire to noble 

status and acquired lordships for themselves; but in essence they remained laymen.  

It is becoming possible to perceive the remarkable range of the intellectual and cultural 

interests of these lay technicians of late medieval government in France and the 

Burgundian Netherlands.54 Among them, to pick an aspect not yet widely covered in the 

literature, was the (lay) Parisian master Jacques Duchié, who was said to have kept a 

room full of musical instruments, « desquelz [il] savoit jouer de tous » [all of which he 

knew how to play].55 Perhaps more typical was the Brabantine auditor Corneille 

Haveloes from the later fifteenth century, who owned a library containing more than 

100 manuscripts, among them works by Boethius, Lucan and Boccaccio.56 Bathélemy à 

la Truie, maître de la chambre des comptes under Philip the Good, commissioned his 

portrait from Rogier van der Weyden; indeed, officers of the state like him were the 

largest single group among the known patrons of panel portraits.57 In all these respects, 

it might be objected, bureaucrats were not so very different from clerics. Both rubbed 

shoulders in the same cultural institutions in towns of Low Countries (or at least in the 

membership lists that survive for these bodies), such as shooting confraternities or the 

chambers of rhetoric which promoted public verse competitions and staged plays.58 But 

there were, of course, important differences between them. Lay bureaucrats served the 

state which, although it ostensibly existed to fulfil a divine purpose, did not consider 

itself part of the ecclesia. The state had its own growing demands which necessitated 
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the development of distinct procedures and skills, words and principles, all of them 

contributing to an abstract discourse which these learned, cultivated laymen shaped and 

used to their own ends.  

 

That discourse was capable of sustaining an ideology, as Olivier Mattéoni, Jean 

Kerhervé and others have pointed out.59 By enacting the solemn processes and 

developing the professional terminology of the auditing of accounts, the masters in Paris 

were undoubtedly contributing to the strengthening of the concept of the public good. 

Even in the portraits of themselves which they had displayed in chapels or on their 

tombs, these men projected an image of devoted and effective service. Godewaert de 

Wilde, receiver-general of Flanders under Philip the Good, was one such bureaucrat.60 

The central place of the phrase « leal souvenir » [loyal memory] upon the portrait which 

Jan van Eyck painted of him commemorated Godewaert as a loyal servant of the state. 

The inclusion of inscriptions in three languages showed that learning was the 

cornerstone of his success. The sobre clothing he wore and the official document in his 

hand underlined his professional attributes. In images such as this, service of the state 

undoubtedly brought a degree of « reflected glory » upon the depicted subject.61 But as 

Jean-Philippe Genet has discerned, such portraits also said something about the intrinsic 

values of the state which they served: a state that was itself rigorous, virtuous and 

reliable.62 In projecting this ideology, these men showed themselves to be « the first 

penseurs-fonctionnaires ».63  

The décor of the entrance porch at the Chambre des comptes  of Lille offers a unique 

insight into the values with which this group wished to associate itself in a public arena, 

by means of the intellectual and cultural attributes it had so clearly acquired. 
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3. Creating the mark of the state within the city  

Representing royalty or nobility was one thing, but representing the state, particularly in 

its financial dimensions, was a more awkward proposition. In England, the task was 

facilitated from the late twelfth century onwards by the success of the Dialogue of the 

Exchequer and the image of the Exchequer table associated with it, the latter closely 

resembling a chessboard which itself had connotations of rulership.64 The main 

financial organ of the government of Siena, the Biccherna, was evolving from the 

thirteenth century onwards, and on its registers an iconography was taking shape in the 

form of painted panels which displayed images of government at work, depicting 

among other things the Franciscan appointees of the city who were entrusted with its 

financial affairs.65 In both cases the contribution of learned churchmen lent credibility to 

what was, ultimately, the disreputable business of dealing with money. By the same 

token, depictions of the king in his counting house might conjure up associations which 

were best avoided.  

When, much later, an iconography of the French royal chambre des comptes did begin 

to appear, this potentially unflattering image was nonetheless one of the main themes 

represented. Four surviving illustrations, the earliest from 1443, show the Parisian 

masters in the great chamber of the counting house seated on benches around a green 

table, dressed in their scarlet gowns and black mortarboards, labouring under the 

watchful eye of the king (who might be physically present) and/or God (the latter 

represented by the Crucifixion scene which appeared as a picture hanging on the wall of 

the great chamber).66 This iconography had the undeniable merit of drawing attention to 

the judicial function of the masters of the Chambre des comptes, their attire reflecting 

their status as judges in a sovereign court, the colour of the table possibly reflecting 
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older traditions of justice being given in the open air, and the painting of the Crucifixion 

certainly replicating the décor of many court rooms across the kingdom of France.67 But 

although they looked very much like their colleagues in Parlement by dint of their 

clothing, the chamber in which the masters worked was nothing like as grand as that of 

the king’s sovereign court. The green of the table might have been problematic too, for 

this was a colour often associated with money and money-changing. And although the 

King and God looked on, there was no indication of any wider audience for the tireless 

service of the masters.68 Altogether, then, the iconography of the Parisian Chambre des 

comptes was of limited impact. It is perhaps revealing that the only remaining examples 

of it are to be found in manuscripts intended for the use of the institution or its 

members, rather than for any wider audience. This was an internal mirror, not an 

external projection, of the the state’s self-image. By comparison, the scheme of the 

masters at Lille stands out as a confident and very public assertion of an ideology. An 

analysis of Chastelain’s verse and what we know of Pillot’s panels will make this point 

more clearly.  

Pillot’s paintings which were hung in the grand entrance porch were variants on two of 

the most familiar themes of late medieval art: the Dance of Death, in which Death 

personified summons his victims from every walk of life to face the Lord's judgment; 

and the Last Judgment itself, in which Christ sits enthroned surrounded by the apostles, 

with the Dead arising for the final reckoning. The first of these images had spread 

widely across Europe in both lay and sacred settings from its earliest recorded depiction 

as a mural at the cemetery of the Innocents in Paris in the late 1420s. The second had 

begun to appear in the courts of town halls across the Low Countries around the same 

time, the earliest dated example being the Last Judgment painted for the town hall of 
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Diest by the Ghent artist Lieven van den Clite in 1413.69 The message of the decorative 

scheme of the entrance porch was thus located on a universal plain, addressing the 

widest possible audience through the deployment of familiar themes. Chastelain’s 

accompanying verse builds on these visual cues by means of an arresting start, which 

takes the form of a direct address to those arriving at the gates (individually or together, 

for the pronoun « vous » can of course be read in either the singular or the plural): 

should you think that only receivers and financial officers will have to render account 

for what has been placed in their charge, the viewer was warned, think again. 

Si vous pensez par follie ou erreur, 

Que nul ne rend enfin compte, sinon 

Ceux qui ont titre et nom de recheveur, 

Ou singuliere administration 

5 Des biens d'aucuns princes, seigneurs ou villes, 

Otez de vous tels pensers inutiles.70 

Having captured the audience’s attention, the second and third stanzas weave together 

two strands which tie the subject of the panel to the functions of the building behind it. 

The first is the Parable of the Faithful servant (Matthew 24), a core element of teaching 

on the Last Judgment. The obligations placed upon Everyman in return for the attributes 

and fortunes entrusted to him in this life are likened to those of the receivers in the 

opening stanza. The second theme is the Dance of Death itself, depictions of which 

commonly included characters from every walk of life being led away from their earthly 

pursuits by the figure of Death to join in the dance. Even the highest will be summoned, 

including the most mighty rulers: 

Nous sommes tous recheveurs, et faut bien 

Que rendions compte au prince souverain. 
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Tout ce qu'avons et sommes est du sien: 

10 Rien n'est à nous, fors par et sous sa main. 

Tout vient de lui: ame, sens, volonté, 

Memoire, corps, agilité, beaulté. 

De tous ces dons et autres biens mondains, 

De richesses, d'offices et d'honneurs, 

15 Dont il nous a, l'un plus et l'autre moins, 

Fait recheveurs à temps et gouverneurs, 

Il conviendra une fois rendre compte, 

Pape, empereur, prelat, roi, duc et comte. 71 

The fourth and final stanza for this panel concerns the manner in which all will be 

summoned to render account. Drawing on a tradition of personifying Death as a 

sergeant which can be found in a few other French and English texts of the fifteenth 

century, Chastelain made another explicit link between the panel and the business of the 

Chambre des comptes. The first action the masters took in the process of auditing 

accounts was the dispatch of one of their sergeants or ushers with a summons for the 

receiver. So God will send his own sergeant, that « fell sergeant, Death », to summon 

us:72 

Car son sergeant, la mort, qui tout efface, 

20 Que nul ne peut vaincre ni echiver, 

Nous viendra tous, sans verbale menace, 

Personellement adjourner et priver 

D'estat, d'office et de vacation, 

Sitot qu'elle en aura commission. 73 

A standard depiction of the Dance of Death, albeit one privileging the emerging figure 

of Death as a sergeant, would have sufficed to make the masters’ point in the first panel 
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painting. In the second, however, Pillot had to innovate, for here the well-known theme 

of the Last Judgment was given some suitable additions. The earthly process of 

judgment in the Chambre des Comptes mirrored its Heavenly counterpart in precise 

detail, beginning with the sovereign Christ enthroned (Matthew 25: 31-6), his sword of 

justice drawn, accompanied by the blast of the trumpets which heralded his coming to  

« all the peoples of the world » (Matthew 24:30-1) who had assembled there for 

judgment. The gates of Heaven, just like the gates of the Chambre des comptes before 

which the viewer now stood, would open for the final reckoning to be made: 

25 Cette premiere execution faite, 

Autre plus grieve après s'en suivra; 

Car, l'epee de la justice traite, 

Le souverain Prince et Seigneur venra 

Tenir a tous siege judiciaire 

30 Pour a chacun son compte final faire. 

Lors ouvrira, au son de la bucine, 

Sa generale et grand Chambre des Comptes 

Ou il faudra, sans autre cri ni signe, 

Tous les humains trists, craintifs et domptés 

35 Venir compter et faire ostension 

De leur recette et villication. 74 

On the other side of these gates, the Book of Life would be consulted by the angels 

during the Last Judgment. In Chastelain’s verse - and, we must assume, Pillot’s painting 

– the Book is transformed into the registers of accounts and the rolls of parchment 

which the masters used in their own audits.75 Sins of omission and commission in life 
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would be counted out in this implacable process, just as every last penny would have to 

tally in the receiver's documentation:  

 

A ce dur comte etroit compareront, 

Pour tesmoigner contre les vicieux, 

Angels mauvais et bons, qui la tenront, 

40 Comme un viel compte et contre role entre eux 

Le juste et vrai livre de conscience 

Qui tout fera venir en audience. 

Tout y sera noté, escript et mis 

Jusques au moindre et derrenier quadrant, 

45 Les exces faits, temps perdu, bien omis. 

Rien n'y aura qui ne soit mis avant. 

O que bien nés et tres heureux seront 

Qui lors bon compte et juste apporteront. 

Veritas est. Amen. 76 

Nothing, we sense, will be overlooked in the relentless investigations of the Lord, or in 

those of the masters of the Chambre des Comptes.   

It is clear from the details of the striking decorative scheme of the entrance porch for the 

Chambre des comptes at Lille that Jean Gerson’s addresses to the elite of the French 

polity in the later fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries still struck a chord half a 

century later. Gerson achieved his fame as a public intellectual through the reception of 

his treatises, but his sermons did have a nachleben in manuscript form, not least in 

Burgundian circles, and the learned laymen of the Chambre at Lille appear to have 

deliberately referred back to themes which Gerson expounded when thinking of how to 
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represent their role in the state.77 At the same time, however, they went much further. 

Their procedures were proclaimed as rigorous and unyielding, as certain and omniscient 

as the greatest judgement of all. Olivier Mattéoni has recently shown that the language 

and rituals of the Parisian Chambre des comptes had a similar purpose. But whereas the 

dense terminology of the Parisian masters and the imposing procedures of their audits 

could only be experienced in private session by the receiver who was the subject of their 

attentions, the masters at Lille reached out to a far wider audience to affirm their 

credentials: in universally understood forms, in vibrant colours, in carefully crafted 

verse, in a public space. As we saw earlier, this is doubtless to be explained in large part 

by the central importance the Chambre des comptes of Lille in ducal government. The 

ideology of the Burgundian state drew on royal precedents, but it was transformed by 

the context in which it was expressed. 

This point can be expanded in at least two significant ways, both of which concern the 

form that this marque de pouvoir in the urban landscape took. The first concerns the 

central importance of Scripture in the self-representation of the Chambre des comptes at 

Lille. This was, as we have seen, an essentially lay institution. The selection of a Last 

Judgment scene for this body’s entrance porch was therefore bold in itself, doubtless 

calling to mind the tympanums of those great cathedral churches – Amiens, Autun, 

Notre-Dame in Paris, Bourges and so forth - which placed a sculpture of the same scene 

over the west portal through which the public entered. The west portal sometimes 

served for open-air sessions of lay courts in communities where a suitable chamber did 

not exist, so the link to justice was reinforced.78 At the same time, however, the masters 

were also representing themselves as high priests of the state, their institution as the 

place where its values were enshrined and upheld. The assimilation of clerical values 
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and practices by lay officers which this decision represents adds further weight to the 

view that the late Middle Ages witnessed, not so much a « naissance de l’esprit laïque » 

as Georges de Lagarde and his disciples once argued, but rather, as Jacques Krynen and 

others have shown in more recent times, a veritable «  surchristianisation du pouvoir. 

»79 While this point is commonly made with respect to royalty, here it was an organ of 

the state which sacralised its power. 

The other influence at work in the Lille portal is less obvious, but perhaps no less 

important. The masters of the chambre understandably decided to emphasise their 

judicial role as the defining characteristic of their work. It is important to realise that 

they had a choice of ways of achieving this end. Robert Jacob has demonstrated that 

two quite distinct depictions of justice were beginning to emerge in courtrooms in 

northern Europe in the fourteenth century, both arising from a misinterpretation of a 

clause in Justinian's code.80 One of the two models was French and royal, found notably 

in the paintings which hung in the Paris Parlement, its regional counterparts and in 

municipal courts across the kingdom. It consisted of a depiction of Christ on the cross, 

or simply the cross itself. The other image of justice commonly used in courts was 

Germanic and municipal in origin, and was apparently never found in French court 

rooms.81 This was the image of the Last judgment. How is one to explain the emergence 

of the two quite distinct models? Perhaps, thinks Jacob, by the relative weakness of 

central power and its justice in the Germanic world?82 In the fragmented jurisdictional 

landscape of the late medieval Empire, what was decided in a municipal court was 

often, in a very real way, a last judgment. There was little prospect of an appeal to an 

overarching court in the Empire, as there was to the Parlement in France, symbolised by 

a lofty and redeeming Christ on the Cross.83  
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For our purposes, however, the key point must be that the Chambre des comptes at Lille 

emerged from French royal traditions of government. As we have seen, its Parisian 

counterpart audited accounts in a chamber adorned with a Crucifixion scene. When 

Charles the Bold’s rule as a prince of justice and peace was imagined in pictorial form, 

it was also the Crucifixion which naturally came to mind.84 Insofar as there was an 

obvious choice of image to select from the repertory associated with the visual culture 

of the state, then, this was it. Instead, the masters of the Chambre at Lille selected the 

Last Judgment, an image with essentially municipal associations. Although the Lille 

town hall did have a Crucifixion scene in the court room, it also had a Last Judgment, 

for the Franco-Flemish city was on the very edge of that Germanic world in which this 

was the primary form of justice tableau.85 In every other major town hall in the Low 

Countries for which we have evidence, it was the Last Judgment which held sway: in 

Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Mons, Audenaarde, Maastricht, Geraardsbergen and so forth.86 

The routine, official business of the state which was conducted in the Chambre des 

comptes was therefore represented in a way that would have been familiar to townsmen 

from all the lands under that body’s jurisdiction, for communal practices in municipal 

courts shared the same iconography. It was doubtless natural for townsmen in the Low 

Countries to revert to local municipal traditions, for many of the masters at the Chambre 

des comptes were indeed local townsmen themselves.87 But the consequences of this 

point are worth emphasising. Rather than the state stamping its mark on the city as we 

often think, in this case it was the city which left its mark on the state. Dialogue 

between two parties, as opposed to domination of one by the other, can also be a feature 

of the symbolic communication of power in the urban landscape. 

4. Epilogue: contesting the mark of the state in the city 
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Needless to say, no counting house in France or the Low Countries was as rigorous or 

unimpeachable as the entrance porch at Lille proclaimed. Ample evidence has accrued 

over the years to prove that the central organs of late medieval state, the chambre des 

comptes foremost among them, had an imperfect grasp of many of the affairs entrusted 

to them.88 Nor were they quite as unbending in their punishment of wrong-doers as the 

image of the last judgment suggested. This was partly because they were busy men with 

a wide range of affairs to attend to. But we may suspect that it was also because some of 

them had erred in similar ways during their own time as receivers, if they had served as 

such.89 Some contemporaries certainly had their doubts about the probity of the men of 

the counting house, such as the clerk of the Parisian Parlement Nicolas de Baye, who 

observed the interventions in legal cases by the masters of the Parisian counting house 

on behalf of their family and friends with distaste. In a reversal of the Gersonian image 

used at Lille, de Baye likened them to the unjust steward.90 To receive from these men, 

one sometimes had to give. The aldermen of Reims knew this full well when they 

presented 48 garlands of roses to the masters of the chambre des comptes in Paris in 

1340 - a gift which the masters themselves had specifically requested.91 Rigorous and 

flawless it may have wished to appear from the outside, but the state remained a 

network of influence and favour within.  

George Chastelain knew perfectly well how the late medieval state worked. In his 

correspondence with the masters, he played upon his personal relations with these 

learned, powerful men.92 The request they had put to him was « ung object de  

delectation » [object of delight]. He would not fail them, any more than « mere ne fault 

a sa ventrice » [a mother would fail her baby]. The only reason he had not replied to 
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their request sooner was an illness which he refers to in terms that clearly allude, with 

appropriate flourishes, to the subject of their commission: 

Je suis George non George, George des George a qui l’effigie de la  peau par dehors reste 

tant seulement comme de morte ymaige. Mes de la vivité interiore est quasi deprivé tout 

et desrobbé par maladdie. Appert par la main qui, tramblant comme voiez et desabilitée, 

ne peut former lettre ne articuler mot, et de qui la vertu qu’elle peut tirer de ceur, ne peut 

donner fors honte a la marge ou elle peint son oeuvre  [I am George but not George, one 

of those Georges in effigy, whose skin has nothing but a deathly pallor. My inner vitality 

has almost all been stolen away by sickness. So you can see by the hand that writes this, 

trembling and incapacitated, so much so that it cannot form a letter or articulate a word. 

As for the virtue that it can summon forth from the heart, it can bring forth nothing, save 

shame upon the margins of any work that it might paint]. 

Once he had recovered and given them a suitable verse inscription, however, Chastelain 

expected to receive something in return. He certainly did not want to accept the 7lbs 4 

sous payment which they sent him, for he had offered his services free of charge to 

these « gens de bien » [worthy men]. Instead, however, he had incurred a greater 

expense which he wished them to reimburse. This was for an important purpose, the 

decoration in the palace chambers of La Salle-le-Comte at Valenciennes where he lived 

of 

Une chambre que j’ay fait poindre et garner de viii cassis de verrieres et dont l’ouvrage 

est bel et plaisant et l’ay fait faire a l’appetit de Monsr de Charollois qui y couche dedens 

quant il y est [a room which I have had painted and fitted out with 8 glass window panes, 

which is agreeable to the eye, and I have done it to the taste of My Lord of Charolais who 

sleeps there when he comes]. 

The cost of all this was 26 lbs, and there would be further requests for money to come, 

including one concerning « la maison ou je demere, et laquelle vous ne porez ne ne 
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devrez refuser » [the house where I live, and which you cannot nor should not refuse 

me].  

Chastelain’s petitions fell on deaf ears. He wrote again to Lille, this time directly to the 

president, Jean Le Doulx, railing at what had clearly been an equivocal response: 

Mon message ne m’en a rapporté nulles certaines nouvelles, sinon de bouce et par 

enseignes que j’ay bien cogneus … ne me failliés, car vous me feriés grief et grant tort 

[My messenger did not bring me back a definite reply, save a verbal one, in a form that I 

recognised all too well … do not fail me, for you would do me a great wrong]. 

To incite the masters to do their duty, Chastelain returned to the subject of their recent 

collaboration. When Last Judgments were hung in municipal court rooms, the purpose 

was to remind not only those who came before the bench that God was watching them, 

but also those who sat upon it. The judges too would be judged, according to how well 

they had fulfilled their heavenly-appointed role. The bold decorative scheme of the 

entrance porch had drawn rather selectively on these municipal traditions, by placing a 

strong emphasis on the powers of the men of the avenging angels of the state as the 

implacable upholders of the public good, and rather less on their personal 

responsibilities as judges in the eyes of the Lord. Doubtless out of irriration at his own 

unsatisfactory encounter with the state, Chastelain was there to remind his 

correspondents of that alternative interpretation, as we see in his closing remarks: 

Je vous ay demandé xxvj livres, encore me suis mesconté a mon damage. Je vous 

recommande vostre Jorge qui maugré vous, est a vous tous. Tesmoing le juge des cuers, a 

qui je vous recommande par priere [I asked you for 26 lbs, and even then I was accepting 

a loss. I recommend your George to you, who despite you, remains yours. Witness the 

Judge of hearts, to whom I recommend you in my prayers]. 
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The paint was not yet dry on Pillot’s panels before the authors of the decorative scheme 

found themselves confronted by an alternative interpretation of the image they sought to 

project. The masters might liken the counting house to Heaven and themselves to all-

powerful servants of the Lord, but the Last Judgment awaited them too if they did not 

discharge their duties conscientiously. Even at this early stage in the visual culture of 

the state, the bureaucrats were forced to recognise that while they might control the 

media, but they did not control the message. 
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